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List of songs with the use of the word ‘Blues’ in the lyrics
I Wasn’t born to Be Lonely – Lew Brown, Charles McCarron, Albert Von Tilzer
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Article – ‘The ‘Blues’ as Folk Songs’ by Dorothy Scarborough – (1916)
Army Blues – (blues feeling)
This song is not a blues but does use ‘blue’ notes in the melody. Measures 6, 7
and 8 and measure 11 of section ‘A’ use the blue note in the melody. In section ‘B’
we find this use in measures 1, 3, 5 and emphasized in bar 19. The use of these blue
notes gives the piece a very bluesy feeling, as do the lyrics.
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L. Wolfe Gilbert
L. Wolfe Gilbert (1886-1970)
Born in Odessa Russia Gilbert moved to America when he was a year old
and became one of the leading songwriters of Tin Pan Alley. He began his career in
vaudeville touring with prizefighter John L. Sullivan, appearing at the “College Inn’
a small café in Coney Island. He was discovered by English producer Albert
Decourville and brought to England as part of a ragtime octet.
He also wrote: ‘Bonus Blues,’ ‘My Own Iona,’ ‘Bugle Call Rag,’ ‘Blues My
Naughty Sweetie,’ ‘I’m A Jazz Vampire.’
Carey Morgan (1885-1960)
Born in Brownsburg, Indiana and as many songwriters did, Morgan wrote
special material for vaudeville acts. He wrote most of the songs for the Greenwich
Village Follies of 1921. Among his compositions are: ‘Army Blues,’ ‘Blues My
Naughty Sweetie Gave to Me’ (1919),’ ‘Broadway Blues’ (1820), ‘I’m a Jazz
Vampire’ (1920), ’Bonus Blues’ (1922, ‘Funeral Blues’ (1921), and ‘I’m Glad I Can
Make You Cry’ (1918)
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Intro -4, Vamp -4, A1-8, A2-8, B1-4, B2-4, B3-4, B4-8
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Analysis
The song begins with an introduction of 4 bars followed by a vamp of 2 bars. A1 is
16 bars divided into 8 bar sections. Bars 1-4 and 5-8 are the same melody. Section
‘B’ (8 bars) bars 17 to 19 and 21 to 23 are the same melody. Bar 24 to bar 28
contains new melody in Bars 29 to 36. Section ‘C’ (8 bars) acts as quasi coda
emphasizing ‘C‘‘Army Blues’ lyrics. There is use of a flatted 3rd in bars 6, 8, 19 and
35 but the 3rd is used as part of a chord. The lyrics tell about a soldier that misses
home and has the ‘Army Blues’. The 1st and 5th bar of ‘A & B’ has the flatted 3rd.
Bernard Hall Blues (Oh You Tutts Johnson) – Victor and Homer (Instrumental)
There were 4 popular bands in Baton Rouge, LA during the 1920s. Included
are: Victor’s Band, Toots Johnson’s Band, Stewart’s Band and DeGenere’s Band.
All these bands are very active and all play for the many dances at LSU. The most
popular among the young people was Jonah ‘Toots’ Johnson’s Band. His nickname
was often misspelled but I am sure that Victor knew the correct spelling. I have
most of the engagements of these bands in my book on Baton Rouge music. I did not
find any info on the co-writer-Victor & Homer nor for a hall named Bernard Hall.
The song is more of a rag then a blues but it uses the blues progression
throughout the song, with a few variations in chordal progression.
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Intro-4, A -12 (blues), B-12 (blues), C-12(blues), D-9, E—8, F-12 (blues), G-12(blues)
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Bull Frog Blues – Brown & Shrigley (blues)

Tom Brown
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A – 12 bar Blues, B-16 bars, C-16 bars, Coda 5 bars
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The Bullfrog and the Coon

16
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This is a song that was performed by the Six Brown Brothers. Gus Shrigley
was one of the group. During his time with the group it included: Tom Brown,
Harry Cook, Harry Finkelstein, James “Slap Rags” White, and Sonny Clap.
This song is a good example of the blues (12 bars) in section ‘A’ & ‘C’.
Section ‘B & ‘D’ are 16 bars and confirm to the typical popular song technique. So
this song is both a blues and a ‘pop’ song format. We will find that many popular
songs labeled as a blues will be in this popular format of 16 bars as known as a
‘titular’ blues.
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Tom Brown (1891-1950)
There is owed to the Brown Brothers a staggering debt of gratitude to the
popularity of the saxophone. Starting in 1910 the sax became standard in the dance
band and around 1926 the sax was considered a valuable part of the dance band
instrumentation.
The history: The origin and scenery of young Tom Brown is the same as his
brothers, all musical and played different instruments but finally the brothers all
played different range saxophone with Tom being a natural leader and showman.
Tom began on cornet at age 4 and someone attempted to teach tom the violin
and as Tom moved the bow over the strings his lips moved as the bow moved and all
his family and friends couldn’t stop from laughing as the sight was very, very funny.
He soon changed to the clarinet. The family moved a number of times with almost
every move Tom’s father became the leader of the new town’s band. As they gained
fame the brother Vernon was to become the 1st baritone saxophone player on a
phonograph record. After traveling with a circus band Tom opened a music store.
When the brothers were old enough they formed ‘the Six Brown Brothers.’ The
group was together a long time and sometimes they had another musician that was
not a ‘true’ brother. They then entered vaudeville and became a great success. They
worked until about 1924 when Tom and his wife Theresa Valerio, and the brothers
traveled through Canada, the U.S. and Australia in vaudeville. In 1933 the presence
of all the brothers differed but always included Tom, and Vernon. Tom resided in
Toronto from 1934-44 where he found only sporadic employment in music and
returned to Chicago for his last years. When one sees the photo of the Brown
brothers it is Tom who is in blackface. The group influenced many other saxophone
groups and in the popularity of the saxophone in the 20s.
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Buescher Adv. – Tom Brown. Waggner was leader of a sax ensemble.
Introduction:
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Bull Frog Blues

‘A’ Section: This is a 12 bar blues progression repeated. It adds to the traditional
progression substitute chords that give the blues a more modern sound.
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‘B’ Section: This is a 16 bar popular music type

‘C’ Section:
This is a 12 bar blues progression
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‘D’ Section: This is a 16 bar popular music type
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Chattanooga Blues – (quasi blues feeling) – Maceo Pinkard & I Seidel

Maceo Pinkard

Maceo Pinkard (1897-1962)
Born in Bluefield, WV he graduated from Bluefield Colored Institute in 1914
and in 1915 wrote his first song (‘I’m Goin’ Back Home’). When a teenager he
formed his own band and toured the Midwest. His big hit was to co-compose ‘Sweet
Georgia Brown’ in 1925 and was recorded by the Ben Bennie & His Orchestra. It
was also co-composed by Ken Casey. Bernie added his name to the song to help the
song along. (I was in the Air Force with Casey’s son during the debate about the
authorship, which Casey won.) One will recognize this song as the one that is played
for the Harlem Globetrotters Basketball team. After tired of the traveling he settled
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in Omaha, Nebraska. He began composing for a local music store and in 1917 he
formed his own publishing company. After building up a good reputation as a
songwriter he was hired by the Root Publishing Co. in Chicago and the Leo Feist
Company in New York.
While in New York he began composing for the theater and composed the
successful Black Revue hit ‘Liza.’ Other songs – “Gimme a Little Kiss –recorded by
Goldkette’s band with Bix. In 1927 – ‘Here Comes the Showboat’ that was included
in the movie version of Kern’s Showboat.’ In 1930 he wrote the popular song ‘Them
There Eyes’ which was a big hit for Bing Crosby and Billie Holiday. He wrote with
many other famous songwriters and was a very prolific songwriter with a great
reputation.

A-12 bars, B-8-8repeated
The song is in two sections: ‘A’ - 12 bars in length using the blue note in a
number of places. While not in the traditional blues progress ’A’ has the felling of a
blues. ’B’ is 8 bars with a repeat some blue notes found. Maceo Pinkard also
composed two other blues that appear in this book – “Draftin’ Blues,” and The Blue
Melody.”
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Intro-4, vamp-2, A1-12, A2-12, B1-8, B2-8
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Coburn Blues – William King Phillips

A-8, B-12, C-12
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Prior to Vaudeville one of the most popular forms of entertainment were the
minstrels. One of the most popular minstrel troupes of the era was the Coburn
minstrels. (Trivia – Oliver Hardy was with the Coburn Minstrels as a boy soprano.)
Phillips was the sax/clarinet player in W C Handy’s band and was also a
minstrel. I can’t find evidence that he performed with the Coburn minstrels but I
believe he did. The Coburn Minstrels was a very popular minstrel troupe. The
troupe was performing during the early 1913 to 1928. I found two articles in the
State Dispatch in Lake Charles, LA on Nov. 6, 1913. Also a license to perform from
Sylvester, GA on Dec.8, 1928.
First with the minstrels then in vaudeville the blues were incorporated into
the program.
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The song begins with an 8 bar section. This is followed by a 12 bar section
that begins with a trombone glide or smire, typical of this era of ragtime and early
jazz elements. This last section is in a blues progression of 12 bars.
Dancing Blues- Seymour Simon & Richard Goldsmith

Seymour Simon (1896-1949)
Born in Detroit, Michigan he attended the Univ. of Mich. degree in Science
and Mechanical Engineering. He was in WWI. He wrote a show for Nora Bayes and
special material in London and Paris in 1922-23. Conducted own orchestra 1923-28.
He did radio production and broadcasting and in the booking business 1928-32.
He led his own orchestra and was famous around Chicago and Detroit. He
became a booking agent, a recording company executive and a prolific songwriter.
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He re-organized his orchestra in 1931 for radio. Hit songs: ‘Breezing Along
with the Breeze,’ ‘Honey’, ‘Red, Red Robin,’ ‘Elmer’s Tune.’ He collaborated with
Gerald Marks in writing ‘All of Me’ a big hit and a song that has become a
standard.

Seymour Simon

A-8, B-8 (repeat of ‘B’-12, B2-4
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I couldn’t find out any info on this blues but it is divided into two sections,
the first 8 bars in length followed by ‘B’, which is 12 bars in length but is not a
blues. This is followed by 4 bars that act like an extension to end the song. Simons is
best known for writing popular songs. These include: ‘All of me,’ Honey,’ and
‘Breezin’ Along with the Breeze.’ One of his Broadway shows was ‘Snapshots of
1921. George Gershwin wrote a song that was included in the show entitled ‘Baby
Blues.’ The show ran for 6 weeks.

I Found Someone to Chase the Blues Away – Jack Mahoney

Jack Mahoney
Jack Mahoney (1882-1945)
Mahoney was born in Buffalo, New York and was educated in the public
schools of Buffalo. While there he began doing parodies and special material for
vaudevillians and then moved to New York. Clients included Eddie Foy and Lew
Dockstader. His hit song was ‘When You Wore a Tulip and I Wore a Red, Red
Rose.’
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Murray Bloom (Matins Blumenthral) – 1893-1974
Born in Chicago there is little known of his early life. He formed the Melrose
Music publishers in 1918 and added special effects on some of Jelly Roll Morton’s
records. He was a manager for Fats Waller and Jelly. He became an important
person in the music industry and in artist management. He developed ‘Willie the
Weeper’ from a folk song.
There is a short article in the Music Trade Review of Nov. 13, 1926 given
below.
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-9, B-8, C-12, D-12, E-8
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Long Lonesome Blues – ‘Blind’ Lemon Jefferson

‘Blind’ Lemon Jefferson

A-12+12

Blind Lemon Jefferson (1893-1929)
Born in Coutchman, Texas, he was blind from birth. He began playing guitar in his
early teens and began playing various engagements He became a street music playing in
front of barber shops and on street corners for tips. By the early 1910s he began traveling
especially in Texas where he played with other musicians such as Leadbelly. While in
Dallas he met T-Bone Walker. He became a successful solo guitarist. In around 1925-26 he
was brought to Chicago to record. He recorded two religious songs under the name of L.J.
Bates. His next recording included: ‘Got the Blues,’ and ‘Long Lonesome Blues,’ (which
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was a big success). In his career he recorded 43 record and about 100 tracked
between
1926 and 1928 for Paramount Records, the biggest recorders of blues in the 1920s. B.B.
King said that Jefferson was a huge influence on his guitar playing. There is no proof of
how he died. Some say he was robbed and kills; others say he had a heart attack during a
snowstorm and froze to death;’ still other say poison was put in his coffee. His blues
‘Matchbox Blues was recorded by the Beatles and many other performs recorded his songs.

Jefferson was one of the legendary early blues composer and performer. In 1925/26 he
began making records and recorded over 100 sides of music. This is a ‘true’ blues using the
repeated lyrics of 1st 4 bars in the next 4 bars.
List of some of Jefferson’s best
Match Box Blues
That Crawlin’ Baby Blues
Corinna Blues
Rambler Blues
Dry Southern Blues
‘Lectric Chair Blues
Got the Blues
One Dime Blues

Black Horse Blues
Prison Cell Blues
Booster Blues
Bed Springs Blues
Jack O’Diamond Blues
Wartime Blues
Easy Rider Blues
Long Lonesome Blues
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Graveyard Blues – Clarence Woods & John S Caldwell

Clarence Woods
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A-12 bar blues, B-12 bar blues, C-12 bar minor blues
Clarence Woods (1888-1956)
Born in Adams County, Ohio his output composing music was small but
significant. He was trained as a pianist taking lessons from the same teacher that
taught James Scott. He was an influence on the rag time era and as known as ‘The
Ragtime Wonder o f the South.’ His early career consisted of traveling through
Oklahoma and Texas playing for vaudeville olios, stage plays, silent films and other
accompanist positions. Other songs that were famous during his lifetime include:
‘slippery Rag,’ ‘Worried Blues.’ Sleepy Hollow Rag,’ (named for a community on
the Spring River near Carthage. ‘Fever Heat,’ (recently found) and Black Satin.’
The song ‘Graveyard Blues’ is a group of three sections, all 12 bar blues, the
third being a minor blues. A few bars from the end remain one of ‘Fidgety Feet.’
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Intro-4, A-12, B-12, C-12
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Hawaiian Blues – Stanley Murray
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A-9, B-16, C-8, C2-4 bars transition, D-8
This is a thorough composed piece of music, each section having a new theme
and material. The ‘A’ section is 8 bars in length and uses the 1st 8 bars of a blues
chord progression. ‘B’ is in song form (AABA) ‘C’ presents new melodic material
and is followed by what seems to be a transition to the next section ‘D’ .There is a
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D.S. that leads to a coda which is 8 bars that repeats 7 measures of ‘A’ and 1 bar
coda.

Hawaiian Blues
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-4, B2-4, C1-4, C2-4, B3-8, Trio - D1-8, D2-8
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Hawaiian Blues – Frank Goodman & George F. Rubin

Frank Goodman (1894-19-- )
Boron in Newark, N.J. he was educated in the Chicago public schools and the
Chicago Law School. He joined the New York scene after publication of several
songs. He served in for 2 years in World War I and then returned to the music
business. He, like so many others, formed his own publishing Company He also
wrote material for vaudeville and musical comedy. Besides Hawaiian Blues he also
wrote: ‘Swanee Blues,’ ‘Bell Hop Blues.’ And ‘Those Sighin’ Hawaiian Blues.’
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Hawaiian Blues
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B-4, C1-16, C2-16
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Homesickness Blues – Cliff Hess, Arranged by William Schule

Cliff Hess (1894-1959)
Born in Cincinnati, Ohio Hess was a pianist, composer and publisher. In his
early career he played piano on the Mississippi River boats. He was Irving Berlin’s
secretary from 1913-1918 and was his piano accompanist in vaudeville. He put on
music paper Berlin’s melodies as Berlin could not read music and when playing the
piano he only used the Not of his songs became standards but he was involved in
ASCAP and writing movie scores. His other blues include: “Boll Weevil blues,’ and
‘Regretful Blues.’
The 1st section ‘A’ is a blues. ‘B’ is 8 bars in length is a repeat of the 1st 4 bars
of ‘A’ and then new material for the next 4 bars. The melody remains me of the
theme of the ‘St. Louis Blues.’ Two other blues written by Hess are: ‘Boll Weevil
Blues’ and ‘Regretful Blues'.
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A1-12, A2-8, B-8, C-8
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-12, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, C1-4, C2-12
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Introduction:

‘A’ Section – 12 bar blues (repeated)
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‘B’ Section – song form – 16 x 16
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Paradise Blues – Spencer Williams & Walter Hirsch, arranger by Harry Alford

Walter Hirsch

Walter Hirsch (1891-1967)
Hirsch was born in New York City. His hit song was ‘Deed I Do.’ He also
wrote: ‘Save the Last Dance for Me,’ and ‘Lullaby in Rhythm.’ His ‘Out of the
Night’ was the theme song for the radio broadcasts of Ted Weems and his orchestra.
He composed the song with Frank Magine, Phil Spitalny, Al Goering and Ben
Bernie.
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A1-8, A2-4 bar transition, B1-4, B2-4, C-16
Spencer Williams (1889-1965)
Born in New Orleans he was raised by his aunt, Storyville madam Lulu
White and lived with her in Mahogany Hall in Storyville. He received a musical
education at St. Charles University in New Orleans. He traveled to Chicago as a
youngster and later went to New York. He composed some big ‘hits’ such as ‘Basin
Street blues,’ ‘Royal Garden Blues,’ ‘ I Found A New Baby,’ “Everybody Loves My
Baby,’‘ I Ain’t Got Nobody,’ and the ‘Dallas & Arkansas Blues. During his life he
lived in France, Sweden and England along with living in the U.S.
Glenn Miller and Jack Teagarden put the verse to Basin Street Blues
together in 1931.
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‘A1’ is 8 bars long with a repeat. ‘A2’ is 4 bars long and leads to’B1’. ‘B1’ and
‘B2’ each are 4 bars in length. ‘C’ is 16 bars long with that many bars of new
material.
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B-4, C1-4, C2-4, D-16
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Introduction:

‘A’ Section

‘B’ Section:
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‘C’ Section:

‘C2’ Section:

‘D’ Section:
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Joy Man Blues - Scott Middleton & Billy Smythe & Art Gillham

A-8, B-12 bar blues
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Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B-12 (blues)
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Art Gillham

Art Gillham
Art Gillham (1895-1961)
He was born in St. Louis while his mother was on a visit. The family lived in
Atlanta, GA but moved to St. Louis when Art was young boy. He was trained in
classical music by his mother on the piano but was influenced by the ragtime stride
piano he heard in St. Louis. He then began to play ragtime and became a song
plugger with St. Louis music publishers.
His closes friend was Billy Smythe. They joined a band and traveled to Los
angles in 1912. While riding on the train the passed the time by making verses for a
traditional tune. Later Billy Smythe went to Louisville and opened his own
publishing company and put out the song with the verses they all had written on the
train. He put his own name to it with his brother-in-law Scott Middleton and called
it ‘Hesitation Blues.’ The feelings between Art and Billy caused a rift and it was
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finally healed in 1922 and credit was stated as they worked together as ‘by the
creators of the original ‘Hesitation Blues.’ “
Gillham professionally was known as the whispering pianist. He was a
pioneer recording and radio performer and was also known as a vaudevillian and
songwriter. He was the first to release the first Western Electric masters in 1925.

W. C. Handy had also published a song in 1915 using the same traditional
tune calling it ‘Hesitating Blues. Handy’ words are not similar to the Gillham song.
Gillham was in the Army in World War I and became an excellent
marksman and entered competition throughout his mature life. He was a member of
the Army chorus and sang at the last public appearance of Theodore Roosevelt.
After the war he arrived in Chicago and took a job as a song plugger for Ted
Browne Music. After traveling for the Browne company he began making radio
appearance and began singing for which his title of ‘Whispering Pianist,’
In 1919 he had a group called ‘Art Gilham’s Society Syncopators,’
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Art Gilham’s Society Syncopators
1919
Gillham was known for his humor and while he was a slim tall man he told his radio
audience that he was fat and bald and a poor guy from Georgia. We find photos of
Gillham performing his radio show from ‘interesting’ locations such as an airport.

Gillham doing radio show

broadcasting from an airport

He usually ended his radio with: ‘Have you got a cup of coffee in your
pocket?’

Display of Gillham in lobby
Three men worked and wrote Joy Man Blues - Billy Smythe, Scott
Middleton & Art Gillham. The trio broke up in St. Louis and went there own way.
Smythe & Gilham, a few years later, began working together. Gillham became a
pioneer in early radio and is considered one of the earliest ‘crooners.’ He also was
involved in early TV.
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The Honolulu Blues – Grant Clarke & Jimmie V Monaco

Grant Clarke
Grant Clarke (1891-1931, author and songwriter began his career as an actor in
stock productions, later becoming a staff writer for New York publishing
companies. He wrote material for Bert Williams, Fanny Brice, Eva Tanquay, Nora
Bayes and Al Jolson. He also wrote scores for Broadway musicals. He partnered
with many great songwriters that include: Harry Warren, Harry Akst, James
Monaco and many others. His hits include: ‘Ragtime Cowboy Joe,’ ‘Second Hand
Rose’ and ‘Am I Blue?’
Jimmie V. Monaco (1885-1945)
Born in Fornia, Italy he and his family moved to Chicago when Jimmy was
about 6 years old. At age 17 he began playing piano in cabarets and other
establishments that used piano music. In 1910 he moved to New York to play piano
rags at the Bohemia Club on W 29th St. and in several saloons in Coney Island. He
began writing songs in 1911. Two songs hade his career: ‘Row, Row, Row Your
Boat,’ and ‘You Made Me Love You’ sung by Al Jolson and was the first song he
used his kneeing motion on stage (because of a stomach illness) He moved to
Hollywood in 1936 to work for Paramount Studios and wrote music for over 16
films. He used a number of well-known collaborators. He was nominated for 4
Oscars: ‘Only Forever’ in 1940,’ ‘We Mustn’t Say Goodbye,” in 1943, ‘I’m Making
Believe’ in 1944’ and ‘I Can’t Begin to Tell You,’ in 1945.
He wrote ‘Honolulu Blues at a time when songs about exotic places were in
demand. Other songs include: ‘That’s for Me,’ ‘I Love A Parade,’ and ‘I’ve Got A
Pocket Full of Dreams.’
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A-8, B-8, B-8, repeat-10 bars
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Oh Those Blues - Murphy, Biese & Klickmann
F. Henri Klickmann (1885-1921) Studied piano at age 10 and later studied harmony,
counterpoint and arranging. He became arranger for Eddie Cantor, the Six Brown
Brothers (Chicken Walk) and others. He also was associated with accordion activities and
wrote a set of pieces for accordion.
He was an extremely versatile composer writing rags, Cakewalks, Blues, (Dallas
Blues, Pickaninny Blues and Oh Those Blues) as well as classical music. He had a good
reputation as an orchestrator and arranger. He was an established song plugger and
composer of pop music. He cashed in on the sinking of the Titanic with ‘My Sweetheart
Went down With the Ship’ in 1912. He was a presence in the recording industry and took
an interest in the early development of jazz and published ‘Jelly Roll Blues.’

Klickmann
Paul Biese (18—19 )
Biese was a well-known saxophonist and bandleader in the early 1920s in Chicago and led
various bands at different clubs: the Marigold Guards, the Bismarck and Edgewater Beach
Hotels. He composed a large number of popular songs and made numerous recordings.
Many of his musicians organized their own bands. Among his songs are: ‘Teasing' and
‘Right or Wrong.’

Paul Biese
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Paul Biese & his Orchestra
Lloyd Barer-trb, Harry ‘Rags’ Vrooman-trp, Lou Goldwater-drs, Ralph Williams-banjo,
Paul Biese-sax, Arnold Johnson-piano
Isadore Murphy – 1897-1989?
No info could be found on Murphy.
Paul Biese Novelty Orchestra, 1922, Photograph
Paul Biese was reared in a small town near Elkhart and we consider him an Elkhart
product as he studied with E. A. Lefebre, the celebrated saxophonist, while the later
was expert at the Conn factories.

Elkhart Orchestra
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Mr. Beise won his reputation as an orchestra leader at the College Inn Chicago, and
later played in most of the leading cafes in that city, later engaged in New York. Mr.
Biese is at present busy in Chicago directing his orchestra, which is supplied with
Conn Jeweled Artist Gold Instruments. Investigate will promptly prove this
assertion.
"I have long known of the superior quality the Conn Saxophones, but upon
receiving the beautiful Tenor last August, I discovered the you were making a
marvelous instrument an without doubt the best that I have ever player I also found
this to be the case with your other instruments which are being used by my men and
which they swear by in each case.

A-4, repeat 12 bars, B-8
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4, C1-8, C2-8, D-12
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San Francisco Blues – Chris Smith

A-16, B-8, C-16, D-8

Another blues by Chris Smith who previously is seen as composer of “I’ve got the
blues,” and “I’ve got the Blues but I’m too mean to Cry.” San Francisco Blues is in
4 sections: ’A’ is 16 bars long. ‘B’ begins with 2 bars of the same music as ‘A’ but
continues with new pitches although the rhythm is similar. ‘C’ section has a series of
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two bar sequences5 times. ‘D’ begins with the first two bar of ‘A’ but then it has
new music. The trio has a sequential pattern of 2 bars three times.
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Sleepy Blues – Dewey Baird, Billy Smythe & Forrest Thompson

A-16, B-16
His is another Blues by Billy Smythe. There are 2 sections, each of 16 bars. ’A’ has a
repeated rhythm pattern every 2 bars for three sequential rhythm patterns. I don’t
quite understand the use of being sleepy especially when one is dancing.
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Tennessee Blues – Arthur F Holt & William Warner
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-Ezxtension-2, A3-10, Extension-2, A4-4, B1-4, B2-4, B3-4,
B4-4
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Analysis
Begins with an introduction of 5 bars and 2 bars of vamp. Section ‘A’ begins at bar
1 -8, ‘A’2-9-11, ‘A’3- 12-19 and ‘A’4 -20-24.
Section ‘B’ - bars 25-28, ‘B’2 - 29-32, ‘B’3 -33-36 and ‘B’4 - 37 to 40 We do
find use of the ‘blues’ note in bars 6, 18 and 35. There are two extensions using the
first few notes of ‘A’. The lyrics tell about a guy that wants to go back to Tennessee
to win back his girl. This song is in popular song style and not a true blues.
Those Sighin’ Hawaiian Blues – Frank Goodman & George F Rubin
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B-4 (transition), C1-16, C2-16
Analysis
Begins with a 4 bar intro followed by a 2 bar vamp. Section ‘A’ is divided into two 8
bar sections (1-8-9-20 Section ‘B’ is divided also into two sections (21-36 and 37 to
52. It is a typical popular song style, no evidence of blues style. The harmony is
traditional with no use of ‘blues’ notes. The lyrics again speak of a guy missing
Hawaii.
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Wandering Blues – Enrique Smith

A-16, B-8
Another song with blues in the title but is not a blues. The first section ‘A’ is
16 bars. Section ’B’ is 8 bars. There is much use of the rhythm of bar 1 throughout
the song. Don’t know who Enrique Smith is.
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Worried Blues - LeRoy Williams & Clarence Woods
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Intro-12, Extension-8 (with break of 3 bars), A-12 - Blues
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I’ve Got the Blues – Lew Berk (1888- 19--)
Born in Russia

After an intro of 6 bars we have a vamp of 2. There are three sections of 16 bars
each. The word blues is mentioned a number of times giving the song a very blues feeling
but there are no blue notes or blues progressions within the song.
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Intro-4, Vamp-4, A-16, B1-16, B2-16
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Money Blues – Hugo Frey
Hugo Frey (1873 -1952)
Frey was born in Chicago, Ill. and educated at the Chicago Conservatory. He
was a violist and pianist and an arranger and conductor of musical productions.
He wrote for movies and was on the staff of various music publishers in New York.
He recorded for Victor and his string ensemble played dinner music at the HofBrau. Prior to this Frey was the pianist for the Joseph C Smith orchestra hat played
at the Hotel Plaza, New York. It was written that:
‘Frey’s music is of a type not often encountered in cafes or restaurants
excepting in the smart hotels on the east side of New York. It is decorous and yet
danceable. The cello, bass, piano, violin banjo and drums make a happy [y
combination for delightful dance music.’ (Variety, Feb. 25, 1925)
He played piano for the Troubadours and his list of hit songs go back to the
1912s. He was a prolific piano roll editor and made many records of his own. His
Manhattan Merrymakers recorded 22 sides. He went, when the Merrymakers
ceased to exist to become an arranger and facilitator at Robbins Music Publishers.
Frey was a well rounded musician, having ability as a violinist, pianist,
composer, songwriter, conductor and arranger. He arranged for dance orchestras
and for Broadway shows. He had a close relationship (musically) with Rudy
Wiedorft, the great saxophonist of the ear of the jazz age. He was an arranger for
the Joe Smith Orchestra and worked for Robbins Music Publishers as a staff
arranger. He was active in both popular and classical music. The Joe Smith
Orchestra with Frey on piano recorded this blues.
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Intro-4, A1-8, A2-12, B1-8, B2-8, C-8, D-6, E-3 (break), F-15
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A-8 (repeat of A-12 bars, B-8, C-8, D-8
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Beale Street Blues – W C Handy

Beale Street was known as Beale Avenue and is immortalized in the Handy Song.
The street only rival in name recognition is Bourbon and Basin Streets in
New Orleans. All three are traditional names in jazz and blues history. All have jazz
or blues songs written about them.

A-12 (Blues), B-8, C-12 (Blues)
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Beale Street
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-12, B=8, C-12
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Border Blues – Guy A Surbner
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Intro-4, A1-8 A2-8, A2-8, A4-8, B1-16, B2-8, B3-8, B4-8, C1-8 C2-8, C3-8, C4-8
C5-16, C6-8, D-8
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Interesting use of the Scotch Snap -

16th &dotted 8th (1-3 ratio)

Written as soldiers were on a punitive expedition to the Mexican/U.S. border. It was
written and published by Guy A. Surber, a soldier in the expedition.
An increased number of border incidents early in 196 culminated in an
invasion of American territory on March 8th. Poncho Villa and 500 to1000 men
raided Columbus, New Mexico. The 13th cavalry repulsed the attack but took 24
causalities. America organized a punitive exposition of 10,000 under General
George Pershing to Capture Villa but failed after a number of small engagements.
The lyrics tell of the train ride down to the border and the longing of the soldier
think of home.
The first pages are without lyrics. The lyrics begin at ‘C’.

Morning Noon and Night - James White
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-8, B1-4, B2-4, C-8, D1-8, E1-8, D2-8, E2-8
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Fan Tan Man – Frederick Douglas Moore (1875-1953)
Moore was born in Denton, Texas of an African American (parents were
slaves) and an Indian man who left his mother six months before Fred was born.
Born of an illiterate parent he began school at age 7. At school he was a good
student and learned to play many musical instruments. After working odd jobs he
formed a 14-piece band and he became known as ‘the professor’. He became an
educator and was in that field for 40 years. He became a college graduate and
attended a number of colleges including Fisk University. He was a well-known
community leader and influenced with his philosophy generations of students. He
had a school (Fred Moore School). His wife later wrote a book ‘Fred Moore’ on his
life.
Oscar Gardner also wrote the ‘Chinese Blues’ and it is mentioned in the
lyrics of this song.
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Intro-8, Vamp-2, A-16, B1-4, B2-4, C1-4, B3-4, B4-4, B5-4, C2-8
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I’ve Got the Blues for My Home Sweet Home – William Jerome, E Ray Goetz &
Geroge W Meyer

\
E Ray Goetz – 1886-1954
Goetz was born in Buffalo, NY. Goetz is best known for the many Broadway shows
he produced and wrote for; the most famous was ’50 Million Frenchmen’ written with Coe
Porter and Hubert Fields. Goetz was born in New York City. Little is known about his
early life He was very famous on Broadway and we find a number of articles about him in
the New York Times. It is interesting that his sister was Irving Berlin’s first wife Dorothy
Goetz. During their honeymoon in Cuba Dorothy contacted Thyroid fever and died 6
months later. Berlin moved to Europe and would not compose until his relatives got his to
write ‘When I Lost You'. Goetz’s most famous songs were ‘Yaaka Hula Hickey Dula’ in
1916 and ‘For Me and My Gal’ in 1917. His collaborators included George Gershwin, Pete
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F Ray Goetz
William Jerome Flannery (1865-1932)

William Jerome

Maude Nugent

Flannery was born in Cornwall on the Hudson, in New York State. He was one of
Broadway and Tin Pan Alley’s most important lyricists and collaborated with numerous
great songwriters that included Walter Donaldson, Andrew Sterling, Harry Von Tilzer,
Lewis Hirsch and others. His main collaborator from about 1901 to the 10920s was Jean
Schwartz. In his early entertainment career he performed in Vaudeville and Minstrel
shows. Like so many songwriters he formed his own publishing company. He was the
publisher for George M Cohan’s song ‘Over There’. Probably his most famous song was
‘Chinatown, My Chinatown’ and ‘The Greed Grass Grew All Around.’ He was the
husband of Maude, famous in her own career and the composer of ‘Sweet Rosie O’Grady’.
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George W. Meyer

Meyer is 3rd from right
George W. Meyer (1885-1959)
Born in Boston, Mass, he was called a ‘natural’ pianist. He had working
experience in electricity and bookkeeping. He became an established songwriter
with the song ‘Lonesome’ written in 1909. He also wrote “For Me and My Gal,’ and
‘There Are Such Things.’
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-12, B1-8, B2-12 (not blues)
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Mack

Mack and Chris Smith

If You Don’t Want Me Send Me to My Ma – Chris Smith & Cecil Mack

Cecil Mack (R C McPherson) - 1883-1944
Mack was born in Norfolk, Virginia. Others say it was Portsmouth, VA). He
attended Lincoln University in PA but because of the lack of money did not graduate.
Mack then traveled to New York where he is listed as a stenographer. He is found writing a
song (Good Morning)
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In 1901 and in the continuing years he continued to write included his big hit ‘Teasing’
with Harry Von Tilzer. Like many songwriters who had hits he formed his own music
publishing company the ‘Gotham Music Publishing Company’. It published a number of
black songwriters material. At this time the ‘Crispus Attucks Publishing Company'
(named after the first black killed in the American Revolution) also published a number of
compositions by black American songwriters. This company was one of the first black
owned publishing companies. Mack composed material for entertainers such as Overton
Walker (George Walker’s wife) and James Reese Europe. One of his most famous songs
was ‘Shine’, used by Ada Walker in the show ‘His Honor the Barber’. The music company
was sold in 1911 to Ferdinand E. Mierisch.
Mack wrote lyrics to one of the most known song of the twenties but is seldom
heard. He wrote words to ‘The Charleston’ with music by James P Johnson. It was
composed in 1913. In 1923 Mack was one of the writers that did the show ‘Runnin’ Wild’
which I included the ‘Charleston’.
Mack became a member of ASCAP in its first 10 years of its existence. It was not an
easy think for a black to be admitted. Gradually other blacks were admitted that included
w C Handy, Will Marion Cook and others. Mack’s choir, ‘The Southland singers’
performed in some black shows that proved successful, not only on Broadway but on the
road. His obituary stated – ‘Not even Irving Berlin exceeded the output of this talented
New York Negro’. He was married to Gertrude Curtis, a pioneering Negro dentist who had
an office in Harlem.
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, C-8, B2-8, D-8
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Tipperary Blues – Euday L Bowman
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Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, B-4, A3-10, C1-13, C2-13
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Good Bye Blues – George L Cobb – 1886-1942
Cobb is said to have been born in Mexico, New York. He was a very prolific
composer of ragtime, which includes both instrumental works and songs. His repertoire
included marches, waltzes and many popular songs. In some of his compositions he used
classical melodies as thematic material. Cobb graduated form Syracuse Univ. in 1905. His
most famous work is ‘the Russian Rag’ which uses thematic material from Rachmaninoff’s
Prelude in C# Minor when he was dared to make a ragtime style out of the Rachmaninoff’s
Prelude. Surprise-Rachmaninoff was sitting in the restaurant at the time and said to Cobb
‘Nice rag, but you’ve got the wrong rhythm’.
He began as a businessman but received musical training at Syracuse and soon was
writing songs. He started writing music and with success continued composing. He met the
lyricist Jack Yellen and they began writing songs together. He began his relationship with
Walter Jacobs Publishers, which gave him exposure. He also made a number of
orchestrations and arrangements. Perhaps his most famous song was ‘Are You From
Dixie’ (1915). He was also a columnist in the ’Tuneful Yankee’ later called ‘Melody’. Cobb
also wrote under the pseudonym Leo Gordon.
Another huge success was his ‘Russian Rag’ based on Sergei Rachmaninoff’s C3
Minor Prelude. The success of this song was furthered by his use by the famous ‘Six Brown
Brothers’ His ‘Peter Gink’ compositions was based on Peer Gynt’s Suite of Edvard Grieg
which some critics thought of as a outrageous profanity and Norway shiver with anger. He
also wrote ‘The Blacksmith Rag’ based on Verdi’s Il Trovatore, and also a song based on
Bizet’s opera Carmen.
He spent his old age at a convalescent home and died of coronary thrombosis and a
duodenal ulcer at age 56.

George Cobb
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Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, C1-12, C2-4, D-8, E-8, F1-12 F2-4
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Dementia Americana - A Super Syncopated Suite (copyright 1925 by Walter
Jacobs) George L. Cobb – see 1925
Static and Code
Hop House Blues
Owl on the Organ
16. Savannah Sunset
Dementia Americana is among the more remarkable and unusual piano works to
flow from the pen of George L. Cobb. It is, indeed, a masterpiece that blends
ragtime, novelty piano, film music, and classical music together into a beautifully
integrated whole. An advertisement pitched to photoplay organists and pianists in
publisher Walter Jacobs’s magazine Melody declared that the suite was: excellent
for cabaret scenes, situations implying restless hurry, and situations typical of the
modern American advanced jazz influence.
The title was most likely chosen for its richness of flavor and semantic possibilities
rather than as a deliberate evocation of the historic and scandalous origin of the
term â invented in 1907 by defense attorney Delphin Michael Delmas at the end of
the sensational trial of millionaire Harry K. Thaw (husband of ex-chorus girl Evelyn
Nesbit) for the murder of famous architect Stanford White. In his summation,
Delmas declared: If Thaw is insane it is with a species of insanity that is known from
the Canadian border to the Gulf. If you expert gentlemen ask me to give it a name, I
suggest that you name it Dementia Americana. It is that species of insanity that
persuades an American that whoever violates the sanctity of his home or the purity
of his wife or daughter has forfeited the protection of the laws of this state or any
other state.
By 1925, the term entered the language and was now free of any association with the
scandalous trial that electrified the nation 18 years earlier. The titles for the
individual movements in Cobb’s suite remain puzzling. Static and Code refers to the
technology of the telegraph. Indeed, the second strain of this movement evokes the
tapping of the telegraph key. Each movement of the suite first appeared individually
in serial form in Jacob’s magazine Melody. The descriptive blurb for Static and
Code declared:
STATIC AND CODE â George L. Cobb. The first number in the new suite
‘Dementia Americana’, by this well-known writer. The eccentric and pleasing
melody, the restless harmony and the quickly moving staccato rhythm give this
number pleasing originality and decided character. For all its brilliant effectiveness,
It is not very difficult to play.
A hop house is a building used for the drying of hops, the key flavoring
ingredient in beer. This meaning, however, is incongruous with the strong oriental
flavor of Cobb’s music. The blurb in Melody succinctly described it as:
HOP-HOUSE BLUES. George L. Cobb. It is the second number in the Dementia
Americana suite and is a fine example of modernized, pleasing eccentricity in Blues
writing.
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The origin of the term 'Owl on the Organ' is unknown, but Cobb’s music here is
wonderfully evocative of haunted house music composed for silent films. Savannah
Sunset must have had a personal meaning for Cobb. I suspect, however, that a
Savannah Sunset is a type of cocktail. The uplifting middle section with its haunting
church bell tonalities offsets the feeling of melancholy that pervades the beginning
and at the end of this movement. I am confident that this recording represents the
world’s first commercial recording of Cobb’s masterpiece ‘Dementia Americana.

Prelude in C3 Minor – page 1 (Cobb also used the Peer Gynt Suite and other classics as
melodic material for some of his compositions.)
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Those Southern Blues - Edward F East & Campbell
Edward F East – 1894-1952
Born in Bloomington, Indiana he appeared in vaudeville and on the stage. He had a
radio show called ‘Ed East and Polly.’ This song main characteristic is the use of repetition.
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A4-4, C1-4, C2-4, C3-4, C4-4, D1-8, D2-8
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Blue, Just Blue – Jules Bafunno & J Brandon Walsh
Jules Bafunno – 1897-1960
Bafunno was born in St Louis, Missouri. He was educated in special instructions in
prominent instruments. He began his career with the Ziegfeld Follies and later was the
director with the Ziegfeld Follies. For two years he was the accompanist for Sophie Tucker
her European tour. He was the first conductor of music for talking pictures. When he was
at MGM he wrote original scores for Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly and accompanied Judy
Garland on production numbers. He formed his own dance band and toured the US He
was the musical director, pianist and composer for Jimmy Durante.
J Brandon Walsh - 1882-1921
He was born in Chicago, Ill and educated in the Chicago public schools. He was a
guide for the world’s Fair in 1893 and then began writing special material songs for
entertainers. He wrote for Marilyn Miller first staring sketches and for early vaudeville
acts for Olsen and Johnson. He became an executive of theater circuits. He had an interest
in doing cartoons and did some for ‘The Gumps’ and radio continuities. Another cartoon
of his was ‘Little Annie Rooney. He drew cartoons for 'Little Annie Rooney' from 1931 to
1953. He wrote many unpublished songs for stage and screen performers.
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Intro-4, Vamp-1, A-9, B1-8, B2-8
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The Overland Blues – Billy Talbot
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Intro-8, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, C-8, D-8, B3-8
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When I Get Back to Memphis, Tennessee – Charles E Hochberg & Leo Halpern
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Intro-8, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1 (Chorus)-16, B2-16
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‘There’s Someone More Lonesome Than You’ - Lou Klein & Harry Von Tilzer
Lou Klein – 1888-1945
Born in Albany, New York his biggest hit was ‘If I Had My Way’. He sold his songs
and sang on the streets.

‘You say you’re feeling blue’
(Harry was one of the most popular songwriters of his era)
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-8, B1-12, B2-12
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Come my Lads, Let us be Jolly - F W B –
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The German Blues It’s Neutral – Bob Lurtey, Le Zoeller
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-16, B-3, C-8
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Some Blues (for you all) - Theron C Bennett
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Intro-6, A1-4, A2-4, B1-4, B2-4, A3-4, A4-4, C--8, C2-8, D1-4, D2-4, E-10
The Lonesome Blues – Perry Bradford
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‘I feel blues, lonesome too’
(She’s a cutie isn’t she? she appears rather modest don’t you think?)

‘In dream of you I feel so blues’
(Woman dressed very conservative in this era.)
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‘I can’t settle down I’m so blue as blue can be’
(Not a very attractive cover. Anne Caldwell was a very famous Broadway composer and
writer of shows)

‘I am feeling blue,’ ‘Don’t you ever get lonely, don’t you ever feel blue?’
(Gus Kahn was one of the most prolific and well-known lyricist.)

‘I can hear your laughter it makes me blue’
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‘I’ve got the blues and I’m feeling bad’
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1916 - FOLK LORE SOCIETY OF TEXAS
THE "BLUES" AS FOLK-SONGS by Dorothy Scarborough - There are fashions in
music as in anything else, and folk-song presents no exception to the rule. For the last
several years the most popular type of Negro song has been that peculiar, barbaric sort of
melody called "blues," with its irregular rhythm, its lagging briskness, and its mournful
liveliness of tone. It has a jerky tempo, as of a cripple dancing because of some irresistible
impulse. A "blues" (or does one say a "blue?"-What is the grammar of the thing?) He likes
to end its stanza abruptly, leaving the listener expectant for more, though; of course, there
is no fixed law about it. One could scarcely imagine a convention of any kind in connection
with the Negroid free music. It is partial to the three-line stanza instead of the customary
one of four or more, and it ends with a high note that has the effect of incompleteness. The
close of a stanza comes with a shock like the whip-crack surprise at the end of an O. Henry
story, for instance-a cheap trick, but effective as a novelty. Blues sing of themes remote
from those of the old spirituals, and their incompleteness of stanza makes the listener gasp,
and perhaps fancy that the censor has deleted the other line.
Blues, being widely published as sheet music in the North as well as the South, and
sung in vaudeville everywhere, would seem to have little relation to authentic folk-music of
the Negroes. But in studying the question, I had a feeling that it was more or less connected
with Negro folk-song, and I tried to trace it back to its origin.
Negroes and White people in the South referred me to W. C. Handy as the man who
had put the bluing in the blues. But how to locate him was a problem. He had started this
indigo music in Memphis, it appeared, but was there no longer. I heard of him as facing
been in Chicago, and in Philadelphia, and at last as being in New York. Inquiries from
musicians brought out the fact that Handy is now manager of a music publishing company,
of which he is part owner, Page and Handy, and so my collaborator, la Gulledge, and I
went to see him at his place.
To my question, "Have blues any relation to Negro folk-song?" Handy replied
instantly, "Yes, they are folk-music."
"Do you mean in the sense that a song is taken up by many singers who change and
adapt it and add to it in accordance with their own mood?" I asked. "That constitutes
communal singing in part, at least."
"I mean that and more," he responded. "That is true, of course, of the blues, as I'll
illustrate a little later. But blues are folk songs in more ways than that. They are essentially
racial-the ones that are genuine (though since they became the fashion many blues have
been written that are not Negro in character), and they have a basis in older folk-song."
'A general or a specific basis?' I wished to know.
"Specific," he answered. "Each one of my blues is based on some old Negro song of
the South, some folk-song that I heard from my mammy when I was a child. Something
that sticks in my mind that I hum to myself when I'm thinking about it. Some old song that
is a part of the memories of my childhood and of my race. I can tell you the exact song I
used as a basis for any one of my blues. Yes, the blues that are genuine are really folksongs."
I expressed an interest to know of some definite instance of what he meant, and for
answer he picked up a sheaf of music from his desk.
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"Here's a thing called Joe Turner Blues," he said. "That is written around an old
Negro song I used to hear and play thirty or more years ago. In some sections it was called
Going Down the River for Long, but in Tennessee it was always Joe Turner. Joe Turner,
the inspiration of the song, was a brother of Pete Turner, once governor of Tennessee. He
was an officer and he used to come to Memphis and get prisoners to carry them to
Nashville after a kangaroo court. When the Negroes said of any one, 'Joe Turner's been to
town', they meant that the person in question had been carried off hand-cuffed to be gone
no telling how long."
I recalled a fragment of folk-song from the South, which I had never before
understood, but the meaning of which was now clear enough:
"Dey tell me Joe Turner's come to town.
He's brought along one thousand links of chain,
He's gwine to have one nigger for each link.
He's gwine to have dis nigger for one link!"
Handy said that in writing the Joe Turner Blues he did away with the prison theme
and played up a love element, for in the song Joe Turner became not the dreaded sheriff
but the absent lover.
Loveless Love, a blues that Handy calls a blues ballad, was, he said, based on an old
song called Careless Love, which narrated the death of the son of a governor of Kentucky.
It had the mythical "hundred stanzas" and was widely current in the South, especially in
Kentucky, a number of years ago. Handy in his composition gives a general philosophy of
love instead of telling a tragic story as the old song did.
Long Gone has its foundation in another old Kentucky song, which tells of the
efforts a certain Negro made to escape a Joe Turner who was pursuing him. Bloodhounds
were on his trail and were coming perilously close, while he was dodging and doubling on
his tracks in a desperate effort to elude them. At last he ran into an empty barrel that
chanced to be lying on its side in his path. He sprang out and away again. When the
bloodhounds a few seconds later trailed him into the barrel, they were nonplused for a
while, and by the time they had picked up the scent again, the darkey had escaped.
The song was printed as broadside. I reproduce by permission the words. It is
interesting to note that the chorus varies with some verses, while it remains the same for
others.
"LONG GONE"
Another "Casey Jones' or "Steamboat Bill"
Everybody is singing
"Long Gone"
With These Seven Years
Eventually you will sing "Long Gone" with a hundred verses First Verse:
Did you ever hear the story of Long John Dean,
A bold bank robber from Bowling Green,
Sent to the jailhouse yesterday,
Late last night he made his getaway.
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CHORUS
He's long gone from Kentucky,
Long gone, ain't he lucky,
Long gone and what I mean,
He's long gone from Bowling Green.
Etc.
Handy said that his blues were folk songs also in that they are based on folk-sayings
and express the racial life of the Negroes. "For example," he said, "the Yellow Dog Blues
takes its name from the term the Negroes give the Yazoo Delta Railroad. Clarksville
colored people speak of the Yellow Dog because one day when some one asked a darkey
what the initials Y. D. on a freight train stood for, he scratched his head reflectively and
answered: 'I dunno, less'n it's for Yellow Dog.'" Another one of his blues came from an old
mammy's mournful complaint, "I wonder whar my good ole used to be is!'
He says that presently he will write a blues on the idea contained in a monologue he
overheard a Negro address to his mule on a Southern street not long ago. The animal was
balky, and the driver expostulated with him after this fashion:
‘G'wan dere, you mule! You ack lack you ain' want to wuck. Wel, you is a mule, an'
you got to wuck. Dat's whut you git fo' bein' a mule. Ef you was an 'ooman, now, I'd be
wuckin' fo' you!’
The St. Louis Blues, according to its author, is a composite, made up of racial
sayings in dialect. For instance, the second stanza has its origin in a Negro's saying, "I've
got to go to see Aunt Ca'line Dye," meaning to get his fortune told, for at Newport there
was a well-known fortune teller by that name. "Got to go to Newport to see aunt Ca'line
Dye" means to consult the colored oracle.
Been to de Gypsy to get mah fortune tole,
To de Gypsy done got mah fortune tole,
"Cause I'se wile about mah Jelly Roll.
Gypsy done tole me, 'Don't you wear no black'
Yas, she done tole me, 'Don't you wear no black.
Go to St. Louis, you can win him back.'
I asked Handy if the blues were a new musical invention, and he said, "No. They are
essentially of our race and our people have been singing like that for many years. But they
have been publicly developed and exploited in the last few years. I was the first to publish
any of them or to develop this special type by name," He brought out his Memphis Blues,
his first "blues" song, in 1910, he said.
Various persons who have discussed the matter with me corroborate the fact that
the blues were a form of folk singing before Handy published his, and in Texas the Negroes
have been fond of them for a long time. Early Busby, now a musician in New York, says
that the shifts of Negroes working at his father's brickyard in East Texas years ago used to
sing constantly at their tasks and were particularly fond of the blues.
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Handy commented on several points in connection with the blues-for instance, the
fact that they are, he says, all in one tone, but with different movements according to the
time in which they are written. The theme of this modern folk music is, according to
Handy, the Negro's emotional feeling apart from the religious. As is well recognized, the
Negro normally is a person of strong religious moods; -but they do not reveal all his nature.
The Negro has longings, regrets, despondencies and hopes that affect him strongly, but are
not connected with religion. The blues, therefore, may be said to voice his secular interests
and emotions as sincerely as the spirituals do the religious. Handy said that the blues
express the Negro's two-fold nature, the grave and the gay, reveal his ability to appear the
opposite of what he is.
"Most White people think that the Negro is always cheerful and lively, he explained.
"But he isn't, though he can be that way sometimes when he is most troubled in mind. The
Negro knows the blues as a state of mind, and that's why this music has that name,"
Handy said that the blues were unlike conventional, composed music, but like
primitive folk-music in that they have only five tones, like the folk-songs of slavery times,
using the pentatonic scale, omitting the fourth and seventh tones. He added that while most
blues are racial expressions of Negro life, the form has been imitated nowadays in songs
that are not racial.
The blues, Handy pointed out, represent a certain stage in Negro music. "About
forty years ago such songs as Golden Slippers were sung. That was written by a colored
man but is not a real folk-song. At about that time all the songs of the Negro liked to speak
of golden streets and give bright pictures of heaven. Then about twenty years ago the desire
was all for coon songs. Now the tendency is toward blues. They are not, as I have said, a
new thing among the Negroes, for they were sung in the south before the piano was
accessible to the Negroes, though they were not so well known as now."
It is not often that a student of folk-songs can have such authentic information given
as to the music in the making, for most of the songs are studied and their value and interest
realized only long after the ones who started them have died or been forgotten. Rarely can
one trace a movement in folk-song so clearly, and so I am grateful for the chance of talking
with the man most responsible for the blues.
Even though specific blues may start indeed as sheet music, composed by
identifiable authors, they are quickly caught up by popular fancy and so changed by oral
transmission that one would scarcely recognize the relation between the originals and the
final results-if any results ever could be considered final. Each singer adds something of his
own mood or emotion or philosophy, till the composite is truly a communal composition. It
will be noted in this connection that the song called "Long Gone" announces of itself that
while it is first published in seven verses, people will soon be sing it "with one hundred
verses." (Negroes ordinarily speak of a stanza as a verse.) The colored man appropriates
his music as the White person rarely does.
Blues also may spring up spontaneously, with no known origin in print, so far as an
investigator can tell. They are found everywhere in the South, expressing Negro reactions
to every concept of elemental life. Each town has its local blues, no aspect of life being
without its expression in song. Here, as in much of the Negro's folk-song, there is sometimes
little connection between the stanzas. The colored mind is not essentially logical, and the
folk-song shows considerable lack of coherence in thought. Unrelated ideas are likely to be
brought together, and stanzas from one song or from several may be put in with what the
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singer starts with, if they chance to have approximately the same number of syllables to the
line. Even that requirement isn't held to, for a Negro in his singing can crowd several
syllables into one note, or expand one syllable to cover half a dozen notes. The exigencies of
scansion worry him but slightly.
The Texas Negroes are especially fond of blues, and, as I have said, were singing
them for years before handy made them popular in print. W. P. Webb published, in an
article in the Journal of American Folk-Lore, some years ago what he called a sort of epic of
the Negro, which the singer called Railroad Blues, which didn't stick to one subject, even so
popular a one as a railroad, but left the track to discuss many phases of life. Fragments of
blues float in from every side, expressive of all conceivable aspects of the Negro's existence,
economic, social, domestic, romantic, and so forth.
Morton Adams Marshall sends an admirable specimen from Little Rock, Arkansas,
which, however, was taken down in southern Louisiana, reflecting one black man's
bewilderment over the problems of love.
DON'CHER LOOK AT ME, CA'LINE!
Don'cher look at me, Ca'line, Don 'cher look at me.
You done busted up many a po' niggah's heart,
But you ain't a-goin' to bust up mine!
Oh, it's hahd to love, an' it's might hahd to leave,
But it's hahder to make up yo' mind!
A fragment sent by Mrs. Cammilla Breazeale, of Louisiana, expresses an extreme
case of
depression, without assigning any cause for it.
Ah got de blues, Ah got de blues,
Ah got de blues so doggoned bad,
But ah'm too damn mean-I can't cry!
A good many of these fugitive songs have to do with love, always excuse enough for
metrical melancholy when it is unrequited or misplaced. Mrs. Tom K. Bartlett, of Marlin,
Texas, sends two specimens having to do with romance of a perilous nature. The first one is
brief, expressing the unhappiness felt by a "creeper," as the colored man who intrudes into
another's home is called.
Baby, I can't sleep, neither can I eat.
Round your bedside I'm goin to creep.
Four o'clock, baby, four o'clock.
I'll make it in about four o'clock.
Mrs. Bartlett says of the next: "You will brand me as a shameless woman when you
read this. I wrote it without a blush, however, and say that I have read as bad or worse is
classic verse and fiction."
Late last night when the moon shone bright,
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Felt dizzy about my head, Rapped on my door
Heard my baby roar, "Honey, I'se gone to bed!"
"Get up and let me in, 'case you know it is a sin.
Honey, you haven't treated me right.
I paid your big house-rent
When you didn't have a cent."
"Got to hunt a new home tonight!"
CHORUS
"Baby, if you 'low me one more change!
I've always treated you right. Baby, if you 'low me
One more change! I' goin' to stay with you tonight!
Baby, if you 'low me one more chance
I'll take you to a ball in France. One kind favor I ask of you,
'Low me one more chance!" Then this coon begin to grin,
hand in his pocket, pulls out a ten
The her eyes begin to dance, "Baby, I'll 'low you one more chance!"
The central character in a ditty sent by Louise Garwood, of Houston, advocates
adoption of more bellicose methods in dealing with the fair dark sex. No wheedling or
bribing on his part!
Ef yore gal gits mad an' tries to bully you-u-u,
Ef yore gal gits mad an' tries to bully you,
Jes' take yore automatic an' shoot her through an' through, Jes' take yore automatic
an' shoot her through an' through!
A similar situation of a domestic nature is expressed in a song given by Gladys
Torregano, of Straight College, New Orleans, through the courtesy of Worth Tuttle
Hedden.
A burly coon you know who took his clothes an' go,
Come back las' night but his wife said, "Honey,
I's done wid coon. I'se gwine to pass for white."
This coon he look sad, He was afraid to look mad,
but his wife said, "Honey, I can't take you back.
You wouldn't work, so now you lost your home."
CHORUS
Oh, my little baby, do you make me go!
I'll try an' get me a job, ef you'll 'low me a show.
All crap-shooters I will shun. When you buy chicken,
all I want is the bone; When you buy beer
I'll be satisfy with the foam. I work both night and day,
I'll be careful of what I say, Oh,
Baby, let me bring my clothes back home!
"Oh, Baby, 'low me a chance! You can even wear my pants.
Don't you give me the sack. I'll be quiet as a mouse.
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All round the house. If you'll take me back,
Tell the world I ain't shook, I'll even be the cook
I won't refuse to go out in the snow," "Don't you tell, my little ink-stand,
Life's dreaming is over. So there's the door, and don't you come back no more!"
Mrs. Bartlett contributes another that describes the woes of unrequited love, a
colored maid sang which she says she had some years ago.
Ships in de oceans, Rocks in de sea, - Blond-headed woman made a fool out of me!
Oh, tell me how long I'll have to wait! Oh, tell me, honey, don’t hesitate!
I ain't no doctor, nor no doctor's son, but I can cool your fever till the doctor comes.
Oh, tell me how long I'll have to wait! Oh, tell me, honey, Don't hesitate!
I got a woman, She's long and tall, sits in her kitchen with her feet in the hall!
Oh, tell me how long I'll have to wait! Oh, tell me honey, don't hesitate!
A brief song from Texas uses rather vigorous metaphors in addressing some one.
You keep a-talkin' till you make me think. Your daddy was a bulldog,
your mammy was amink. Oh, ho, Baby, take a one on me!
You keep a-talkin' till you make me mad, I talk about yore mammy mighty scandalous
bad.
Oh, ho, Baby, take a one on me!
A Negro lover does not sonnet his sweetheart's eyebrows, but he addresses other
hymns to her charms, as in the blues reported by Professor W. H. Thomas, of College
Station.
A brown-skinned woman and she's chocolate to the bone
A brown-skinned woman and she smells like a toilet soap.
A black-skinned woman and she smells like a billy-goat.
A brown-skinned woman makes a freight train slip and slide.
A brown-skinned woman makes an engine stop and blow.
A brown-skinned woman makes a bulldog break his chain.
A brown-skinned woman makes a preacher lay his Bible down.
I married a woman; she was even tailor-made.
The colored man in a song sent by Mrs. Buie, of Marlin, obviously had reason for
his lowness of spirits. Po' Lil'l Ella is a favorite in East Texas sawmill districts.
I'll tell you something that bothers my mind,
Po' Li'l Ella laid down and died. (twice)
I wouldn't 'a' minded little Ella dyin'
but she left three chillun.(twice)
Judge, you done me wrong,ninety-nine years is sho' too long!(twice)
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Howard Snyder heard one of the workers on his plantation in Mississippi singing
the following song, which could not be called entirely a paean of praise for life.
I WISH I HAD SOME ONE TO CALL MY OWN
I'm tired of workin', but I can't fly. I wish I had some one to take my care
I wish I had someone to call my own, I'm tired of livin' an' I don't want to die;
I'm tired of coffee and I'm tired of tea, I'm tired of you, an' you're tired of me.
I'm so tired of livin, I don't know what to do;
You're tired of me an' I'm tired of you.
I'm tired of eatin' an' I'm tired of sleepin'']'; I,
tired of yore beatin' an' I'm tired of yore creepin'.
I'm so tired of livin' I don't know what to do;
I'm sotired of givin' an' I've done done my do.
I done done my do, an' I can't do no mo';
I've got no money an' I've got no hoe.
I'm so tired of livin' I don't know what to do;
You're tired of mean' I'm tired of you.
Other interests of the colored man's life beside love are shown in another song from
Professor
Thomas' monograph. Note the naive confusion of figures in the first stanza, "a hard card to
roll."
JACK O' DIAMONDS
Jack o' Diamonds, Jack o' Diamonds, Jack o" Diamonds is a hard card to roll.
Says, whenever I get in jail, Jack o' Diamonds goes my bail;
And I never, Lord, I never, Lord, I never was so hard up before. (Three additional verses)
The music for "A Brown-skinned Woman," "Baby, I Can't Sleep," and "Jack o'
Diamonds" is here reproduced.
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And so the blues go on, singing of all conceivable interests of the Negro, apart from his
religion, which is adequately taken care of in his spirituals and other religious songs. These
fleeting informal stanzas, rhymed or in free verse that might fit in with the most liberate of
verse-libertine schools of poetry, these tunes that are haunting and yet elusive within bars,
have a robust vitality lacking in more sophisticated metrical movements. One specimen of
blues speaks of its own tune, saying, "the devil brought it but the Lord sent it." At least, it
is here and has its own interest, both as music and as a sociological manifestation.
Politicians and statesmen and students of political economy who discuss the Negro
problems in perplexed, authoritative fashion, would do well to study the folk-music of the
colored race as expressing its feelings and desires, not revealed in direct message to the
whites. Folk-poetry and folk-song express the heart of any people, and the friends of the
Negro see in his various types of racial song both the best and the worst of his life.

